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MR. GARY L. CORLISS: This is the first time that the subject of underwriting has
been discussed. Underwriting for long-term care (LTC) is in a highly evolutionary
process. I suggest that the quality of LTC underwriting is roughly equivalent to that
of life underwriting in 1950. Over time, differentcompany underwriting resultswill
occur due to marketingstrategies, underwriting practice,and claim expertise. In fact,
differenceshave alreadybeen witnessed. Some companieshave had unfortunate
results;some are in liquidation. Others are out of that line of coverage; some are
doing quite well. However, at every company, there is a lot of learningahead for
underwriters in this evolution. This sessionwill cover certain aspects of the under-
writing process,different generictypes of underwriting, evaluatingresultsand taking
action, and initial intercompany insured livesclaim results.

MS. MARGARET S. CZELLECZ: The approachthat companiestake in underwriting
LTC insurancecan be sorted into three types: medical, disability,or the LTC (whole-
person)approach. A survey of 53 insurancecompaniesthat sell LTC insurancewas
conducted to compare both underwritingguidelinesand applicationforms. Of these
companies,42% look solely at medicalhistory. These are companiesthat have often
sold life or medical-expenseinsurancein the past. Other companiesexpand their
underwriting cdteda to includeactivities of daily living (ADL). They look at whether
the person is restdcted in bathing, dressing, eating, toilating, or transferring, and they
also look at whether the person uses any kind of medical appliance (i,e., a cane, a
walker, or a wheelchair). These are typically companies that have a disability income
background, and they put more emphasis on whether the proposed insured is at an
increased risk for LTC services. This underwriting philosophy was used in about 43%
of the companies surveyed. There are a handful of companies, the remaining 15%,

* Ms. Czellecz, not a member of the Society, is an Underwriting Manager of
Duncanson & Holt in Avon, Connecticut.

I" Mr. Mumane, not a member of the Society, is Senior Vice President/Director of
Underwriting of Mutual Protective Insurance Company in Omaha, Nebraska.
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that go a step further in the underwriting process. They evaluate the applicant's
ability to remain self-sufficient and be independent. Besides looking at the individual's
medical history, they also evaluate the person's physical abilities, mental acuity, home
environment, and whether the person is receiving any social support. The proposed
insured's outlook of life is also considered by these LTC underwriting companies.

Table 1 illustrates the different results in the type of underwriting decision made,
depending on the approach to underwriting and given the same impairment. I put
Alzheimer's disease on there just to emphasize, regardless of the company's approach
to underwriting, that there are certain conditions in which the risk of LTC services is
just too great. They would be declined by all companies. An insulin-dependent
diabetic, taking 40-45 units of insulin a day, fully controlled and with no complica-
tions, would be a decline in companies using the medical approach. If you look at the
disability approach to underwriting, diabetics were either issued with a rating or were
declined. The companies with the whole-person philosophy of underwriting consider
the diabetic's degree of control, whether there are any complications, and whether
the person is restricted in any way from the diabetes. A diabetic, under this under-
writing approach, will be accepted the majority of the time.

TABLE 1

Comparison of Underwriting Decision by Approach

Medical DI LTC
Impairment Approach Approach Approach

Alzheimer's Decline Decline Decline

Diabetes Decline Rating/Decline Accept
(insulin dependent)

Arthritis Decline Rating/Accept Accept
(5 mg steroids)

Cancer, breast Decline Rating/Accept Accept
(4 years ago, fully
recovered, no
metastasis)

Applicants with rheumatoid arthritis on a low dose of steroids would be declined by
the medical-approach underwriting departments. The disability income (DI) approach
companies will evaluate whether arthritis is restricting activities in any way; how the
person is getting along and whether any appliances are needed. They'll either issue
an arthritic with a rating or will accept the history standard. The LTC whole-person
approach will issue to people with rheumatoid arthritis on low doses of steroids if the
person is not restricted in any way and is fairly active.

Breast cancer applicants can either be declined or accepted, depending on the under-
writing approach. Also, depending on the approach, there are a number of differ-
ences in the underwriting requirements that are ordered. Attending physicians'
statements are ordered on all applicants in about 40% of the companies surveyed or
on applicants at a specific age (i.e., over age 70 or under age 79) in 37% of the
companies. The remaining companies will order an attending physician's statement at
the underwriter's discretion.
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Most companies surveyed have added some type of a telephone interview to their
underwriting criteria. There are various ways this is handled and there are various
levels in the type of information obtained. Some companies utilize an outside
inspection company to conduct the telephone interview. There are various ways this
can be done. The inspection company may create the script with no input from the
LTC underwriting department. Another format has the inspection company reiterate
every single question that was on the application. Other companies will focus more
on developing medical history that was not on the application by asking about
additional medical history. The remaining telephone interviews done by inspection
companies will ask a number of questions related to the applicant's activities, height,
weight, whether there is any other LTC coverage in effect, activities of daily living,
appliances, any recent confinements in a hospital or a nursing home, or about overall
medical history and medications. These interviews provide the underwriter with a
good overview of the applicant.

A second way a company can set up a telephone interview is by establishing a tele-
phone unit within the company. There are two ways I've seen this done. The first
way has the application going to the underwriter's desk. The underwriter will review
it to determine if there are any other medical questions for which the underwriter
would like answers. The application is then routed to the telephone-interview unit.
The interview is conducted and a report is returned to the underwriter. In those
cases, the underwriter is having some input on what is asked of the applicant. The
secondway sendsevery applicationupon receipt directlyto the telephone interview
unit. The interview is conductedand then the applicationis reuted to the underwriter.
The underwriter has all the piecesneeded to evaluate the risk.

The main limitation to havingan inspectioncompany or a separateunit within an
insurancecompany do the telephone interview is when additional informationis
divulgedover the telephone that is not on the application. The interviewermay or
may not know what questions to ask to fully evaluatethe risk. Another limitation is
that the underwriter reallydoesn't have a hands-onfeel for the individual'scognitive
abilitiesor attitude about life. So usuallythe companiesthat have the whole-person
outlook for LTC will have the underwriter conductthe telephone interviews. Besides
askingabout medical history, the underwriterwill inquireabout restrictionsin either
activitiesof daily livingor instrumental activities of dailyliving. What's important, is
while the underwriter is on the telephone, he or she is getting personalinsightinto the
insured'sphysicaland cognitive capabilities.

Of the companies surveyed that use a telephone interview as an underwritingtool,
40% used the telephone interview on all ages. Forty percentused the telephone
interview at a specific age (i.e., everyone underage 75 or over age 70 are inter-
viewed). The remaining20% use the telephone interview at the underwriter's
discretion. When there is somethingon the applicationthat needs to be developed,
the underwriter will pick up the phone and contact the applicant.

Another underwriting tool that is beingdevelopedand added to LTC underwriting
requirementsis the face-to-face evaluation. This involveshaving a registerednurse,
either from a paramedicalcompany or a case-managementfirm, physicallyvisit the
proposed insured's home and converse with the person to determine thecognitive
functionsof the applicant,whether the applicanthas any current medical problems,
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and what type of medication he or she is using. The abilities to perform the activities
of daily living and the instrumental activities of daily living are also assessed. A
properly conducted face-to-face assessment is able to provide information that is not
on the application or on an attending physician's statement. The assessor will
determine how those current problems have affected the applicant's ability to
function.

I've seen face-to-face examinations ordered at the older age groups (i.e., over age
75). For those not using them routinely, they are used at the underwriter's discretion.
For example, if something showed up on the attending physician's statement or
during the telephone interview that didn't make sense, or there is a question about
the cognitive abilities of the insured, then a case manager will do the face-to-face
evaluation.

There is a difference in face-to-face assessments ordered from paramedical companies
and case-management companies. The paramedical companies will go over recent
hospitalizations, medical histories, medications, whether the individual uses any
assistance, and get into what the insured does on a normal day. Activities of daily
living are assessed. There is usually a shortened version of a mental-status exam that
gives the proposed insured a list of ten words and instructs him or her to put them in
a sentence. Ten minutes later the applicant is asked to repeat the words that he or
she used. Case-management companies can also review the applicant's instrumental
activities of daily living: Who does the cooking and shopping, who drives, who
balances the checkbook, etc? A full-blown, mini-mental-status exam is conducted,
and there will be hands-on measurement of the proposed insured (i.e., height, weight,
blood pressure, gait analysis, or vision exam).

There typically is a difference in the charge between exams performed by paramedial
examiners and case managers. The paramedical face-to-face exams are often
between $60 and $75, and the case management assessments are typically between
$125 and $200.

Duncanson & Holt actuarieshave developed an expected necessary premium,
dependingon the underwritingapproach,the insurableevent, and whether the policy
has managed care. Based on a 70-year-old policyholderwho is applyingfor a 90-day
eliminationperiod and a five-year benefit period, the premium is reduced 25% by
companies that use the activitiesof daily livingor a cognitive insurableevent, man-
aged care, and that have the underwriters conductthe telephone interview (Table 2).

Besidesdifferent toolsused in underwriting,there are different intensitiesbetween
underwriting an individualapplicationand a group application. Individualapplications
usually are subjectto full underwriting, v_.rithgroup cases, the sizeof the group and
the level of participationare considered. Typically,larger employers, those over 1,000
eligible employees,may offer LTC on a guaranteed-issuebasis. The underwriter is
usually interested in whether the personhas met a minimum time of employment and
if he or she is working full-time. Applicationsfor guaranteedissuewill ask about
employment and will not ask any medicalquestions. If minimum requirementsare
met, the policy is issuedwithout any evaluationof medical history or conditions.
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TABLE 2

Comprehensive LTC Pricing Models by
Type of Underwriting"

Medical Disability LTC

Insurable event Medical necessity ADL/cognitive ADL/cognitive
Preexisting condition 6-month full 6-month full 6-month full
Managedcare No No Yes
Telephone None Serviceperson Underwriter
Premium $2,216 $1,840 $1,650
Reduction -- 17% 25%

aAge70, 90-dayEliminationPeriod,5-yearbenefitperiod- $100 DailyBenefitAmount

Short-form underwriting is conducted on medium-sizedgroups(i.e., between 50 and
1,000 employees). There is often a six-monthemployment requirementand the
personmust be working full-time. There is a limited amount of underwritingon short-
form group cases. A number of medicalquestionsare usuallyaskedthat would put
the applicantat an increasedrisk for LTC (Alzheimer's,Parkinson'sDisease, acquired
immune deficiencysyndrome (AIDS), multiple sclerosis,musculardystrophy, and
cirrhosisof the liver). If these questionshave a negative response,then the under-
writer will look at whether there has been any recent hospitalizations,any nursing
home confinements,any recommendedsurgery, or any medical appliancesrequired.
Most of the tools for underwriting on the short form are used st the underwriter's
discretion. If everythingis favorable,then the applicantwill be issueda policy.

Group long-formunderwritingis identicalto individualselection. Most companies will
use long-formunderwriting on smallergroups, on individualswho have been working
for a companyfor lessthan six months,on part-timeemployeesor retirees,on
parentsand spouses,and on employeesafter the initialenrollment. Antiselectionis
minimized by underwritingthese groupsfully.

The LTC insuranceindustry has come a long way in a short periodof time of
underwriting this coverage. V_frl;hunfoldingclaim results,companiesare continuously
refiningtheir approachto underwriting. Tools that were used ten years ago may not
necessarily be appropriate.

MR. MICHAEL J. MURNANE: Mutual Protective/Medico Ufe has sold individual

nursing home policies since 1974. Beginning in 1987, we first offered a comprehen-
sive LTC product. I would like to specifically trace how we started out underwriting
the 80-year-old-and-above applicants. Then I will talk about the changes we made,
where we're at, and where I think we're headed in the future.

Initially, we offered our comprehensive product to people through age 85. We did the
same thing most companies did. If the applicant was aged 80-84, there was a
reduced commission,unless a 100-day eliminationwas applied for. We limited the
daily benefit amount. We limited the life'dmemaximum. We ordered attending
physicianstatements on certain medicalconditionsfor every applicant.
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For all applicants including those over age 80, we charged a higher premium for
certain medical conditions. If a person had diabetes, cancer, or heart trouble, and the
attending physician's statement gave us enough information that we felt the person
was an insurable risk, we charged a higher rate for those conditions. We did a
tremendous amount of business utilizing this underwriting approach at all ages,
includingthose above age 80. We tripled our underwriting staff by hiring experienced
medical underwriters. After a period of time, we found that there were some

problems. We were successfully eliminating the medical risk, but we were not being
successful in eliminating the adverse cognitive condition. A review of our initial claims
experience showed that our actual-to-expected ratio was 133% on the 80+ appli-
cant. Almost 60% of the early claims showed some type of a cognitive impairment
as either the primary or secondary diagnosis. It was obvious that we were being
selected against by the field force. Our application source is strictly with broker
agents. As you well know, broker agents will drift from company to company as
they discover where they can get certain diseases or conditions approved.

Back in the mid-1980s, the general public wasn't widely educated as to the need for
LTC insurance. The people aged 80 and over who were really interested in buying
LTC insurance were the people who knew they were at risk. If they could jump
through the medical hoops, we insured them. That's when we ran into the problem
with the cognitive impairment. When we realized the situation, we changed our
whole underwriting philosophy. We got away from the traditional medical under-
writing and went to a functional assessment underwriting. We changed our applica-
tion. We zeroed in on lifestyle characteristics. In fact, we offer a preferred rate that
incorporates certain lifestyle situations in our current LTC products. We developed an
agent's report. We asked the agent to give us additional information. Does this
applicant live alone? USt any additional activities that he or she participates in. We
had a problem with agent education as you do with anything that's new. The agents
tended to look at the report as a negative, and we wanted it to be a positive. We
tried to get them to understand that they would have an increased credibility factor if
they helped us through completing the reports.

We began doing personal health interviews or face-to-face assessments about four
years ago. Initially we did it on selective applications at the underwrlter's discretion.
Our underwriters personally conduct the health interviews. They have done these
from the start. Initially, on a husband and wife application, we would let one spouse
respond for both people. We no longer do that because we've incurred some bad
experiences.

To create a service-oriented environment with the broker agents, we established an
underwriting hot line into our underwriting department. Agents can call an 800
number from an applicant's home and talk directly to an underwriter. If they like, an
interview can be performed at that time with the agent present. We began recording
the interviews about two years ago. Initially, we did this with the idea that this
would help us in any type of litigation. That litigation is not really a factor anymore
because we just don't rescind LTC policies. You just can't do it and be successful at
it. But the recorded interview has elicited a much more accurate response from the
applicant. When we inform the person that we're going to record the interview, a
much more truthful response is obtained. The taping also gives the other supervisors
and myself a chance to review how the underwriters are conducting these interviews.
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We try to spot trends based on responses given during the interviews. Currently, a
recorded personal health interview is conducted for every LTC application we receive.

About 1.5 years ago, paramedical exams with face-to-face assessments were
required for all applicants who were aged 80 and over. Because the results were so
valuable, that requirement was lowered to all people aged 75 and older. We've had
excellent results with the paramedical exam. The examination incorporatesa delayed
word-recalltest and lifestylequestions. The person'sgait is observed. Blood pressure
readingsand height and weight are measured and recorded. There have been hardly
any claimswhere there has been a paramedicalexam. It's been a very successful
tool. it's a struggleto keep the cost of the exam down, but yet we obtain a quality
result that we can live with. Implementingthe paramedicalexams alsorequiredagent
education so that the field force would know what to expect. When an agent didn't
preparethe applicantas to what would happen, problems occurred. We continue to
work on this aspect and as more companiesrequireassessments, I think that problem
will solve itself.

After reviewingour own experience,a great deal of emphasishas been placedon
securingapplicantsover aged 80 who have a spouse. Our own experience indicated
that loss ratios were twice as good when there was a spouseas opposed to a single
individual.

Lookingto the future, I believemore companieswill be regularlydoingface-to-face
assessments. I think more attention will also be given to additionallifestyle questions
and activity levels. I think that there will eventuallybe bonus pointsgiven to people,
dependingon the facility they might live in. I have a personalexample. My wife
works for a retirement home in Omaha and the averageage of its residentsis 84. Its
statistics show that over the years, it has providedincreasingamounts of home care.
The average stay of a resident in a nursinghome has decreasedand is now only 27
days. Now I realizethat's one retirementhome in the middle of the country and it
may not be indicativeof the trend, but I think it is an item worth watching, and it
may eventuallybe an underwritingtool that willbe used. As the populationages, I
don't think we can set arbitraryunderwriting limits and automatically exclude people
above a certainage. Obviously,there's an age in which you have to exclude people,
but I think it's up to us, as underwriters and actuaries,to try to find a way to keep
pushingback the age at which we can insureapplicants.

MS. LINDA C. BALL: The data submittedto the Society of Actuariesintercompany
LTC experiencestudy have been compiledto producethe informationthat I am
presenting. These results are preliminaryas we are still refiningthe data. I do want
to emphasizetwo points before we reviewthe results. First, the data I'rn presenting
are only for nursinghome claims. Although the data in the study do have some
information on home health care claimsand will be includedin the written report, it

was too smallto consider. Second,the graphsand the data that I am presentingare
primarilybased on the number of claims, rather than by amount. Underwriters
traditionallyneed to considerresultsmore by numberof insuredsand less by amount
of insurancein determiningtheir actions.

I'd liketo describe the characteristicsof the database. There are almost 100,000

claim-payment recordsfor approximately 10,000 claimants. These claims were
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incurred in the years 1984-91 on policies issued in the same time period. We
received primary diagnosis codes on approximately 50% of the records. We received
little in the way of secondary diagnosis codes. The total amount of nursing home
payments on the file was $170 million. Sixty-five percent of the claims were for
female insureds. The average attained age at claim was 72 years, and the average
age at the time of issuewas 68 years. The average claim was incurred 27 months
after the policy was issued. The most common eliminationperiodwas 20 days. The
most common benefit maximum was the three-year benefit period. The exposure
recordsincludepoliciesthat were issued in all 50 states plusthe District of Columbia.
The claim recordsalso includedthe District of Columbiaand 49 states. Alaska was

the only state for which there were no reportedclaims. More than 99% of the
claimswere attributableto individualand associationgroup business. Less than
0.5-1% of claimswere attributableto the employer group market.

The claim recordswere groupedinto ten diagnosiscategorieswhich were chosenso
that we might compare these results with two otherstudies. In addition, we had a
catch-all "other" category for those conditionsthat didn't fit in with our ten catego-
ries. The ten categorieswere Alzheimer's, arthritis,cancer, circulatorydisorders,
diabetes, hypertension, injury,organicnervous system, respiratoryconditionsand
strokes. As Chart 1 indicates,the Society's study shows that 56% of the claimsare
equally distributed among circulatory, injury, stroke, and other diagnoses. Alzheimer's
represents approximately 10% of the number of claims.

CHART 1

Distributionof Claims by Diagnosis
SOA LTC Study (1984-91)
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Chart 2 shows the relationship of the amounts paid to the number of claims. The
largest differences between number and amount are seen in injury claims, which
account for 14% of the number of claims versus 8% of the amount of payments.
Nervous system claims account for 10% of the number of claims versus 15% of the
payments. Alzheimer's claims account for 10% of the number of claims and 14% of

the payments. And cancer claims account for 8% of the number of claims but only
3% of the amount paid.

CHART 2
Number of Claims Paid Versus Amount Paid

SOA LTC Study (1984-91)
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Chart 3 compares the Society's study results with a survey publishedby the Depart-
ment of Health, Educationand Welfare (HEW) in 1978. The HEW survey is a
snapshot of the conditionsexistingin the general populationover age 65 at a specific
point in time, whereas the Society's study is an insured-livesstudy. The Society's
study showed noticeablymore injury,cancer, and strokeclaimsand less Alzheimer's
and circulatoryclaims. In addition,Chart 4 comparesour results with the Connecticut
NursingHome LongitudinalPatient Survey, which studied general populationconfine-
ments from 1977 to 1985. As in comparisonwith the HEW survey,circulatory
claims Were much lower inthe Society's study. However, in contrast to the HEW
survey, the number of Alzheimer'sclaims in Connecticut were slightlyless than the
Society's results.

Of the claimsused inthe Society's study, 23% were incurredin the first duration.
There were 24% inthe seconddurationafter issue, 23% in the third duration, 16%
in the fourth duration, and 14% in durationsfive and later. Chart 5 has a
comparison-by-diagnosiscategory of the claim distributionin each year of incurral. In
general, as a percentageof claimsincurred, Alzheimer's claimsand stroke claims
decreased by duration, and circulatoryclaims and respiratoryclaimsincreasedby
duration.
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CHART 3

Diagnosis Compadson

SOA LTC Study Versus HEW Survey
PdmaryDiagnosis
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CHART 4

Diagnosis Comparison
SOA LTC Study Versus Connecticut NHLPD Survey
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CHART 5

Diagnosis Comparison by Duration Incurred
SOA LTC Study (1984-91 )
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Chart 6 compares the diagnosisresultsby sex. Males showed higher claims in
cancer, circulatory,nervoussystem, and respiratory categories. Noticethe high
number of injuryclaimsfor females compared with males. We broke down the injury
claimsa little bit to look at this. More than 90% of the injuryclaims were attributable
to fractures. This raisesthe question of whether we are getting osteoporosisclaims
that are given diagnosiscodes of fractures. Two other commentshave been made to
me. One was that perhapsalcoholismwas a cause of accidentsand injury. Another
was that prescriptiondrug interactionsinthis age group could be causingnoticeably
more injuries.

The Society's study is made up primarilyof claims at attained ages qf 65-84. Chart
7 shows that 30% of the claimswere from the age range 65-74. Thirty-three
percent of the claimswere from the age range 75-79. And 32% of the claimswere
from the age range 80-84. The remainingclaimswere 5% over age 85 and 1% for
ages under age 65.

We completed a comparisonin the diagnosiscategories for ages under 65 versus
ages over 65. I'd likeyou to look at the ages under65 (Chart 8) just for a moment.
Note that nervoussystem claimsaccount for 28% of the claimsfor ages under 65.
Other leadingcausesare cancer, injury, stroke, and all other. When you compare this
age range to the over-age 65 group (Chart 9), cancer claimsare more numerous for
ages under 65 and Alzheimer's,circulatory, and respiratoryclaimsare more numerous
for ages over 65.
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CHART 6

Diagnosis Comparison by Sex
SOA LTC Study (1984-91)
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CHART 7

Number of Claims From Each Age Group
SOA LTC Study (1984-91)
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CHART 8

Primary Diagnosis for Ages Under 65
SOA LTC Study (1984-91)
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CHART 9

DiagnosisComparisonby Age Range
SOA LTC Study (1984-91)
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Chart 10 breaks down the age range 65 and over into three ranges; ages 65-74,
ages 75-84, and ages 85 and over. Note the increase in the trends by age in the
injury, circulatory, and arthritis claims. Decreases with age are seen in nervous
system, cancer, and Alzheimer's claims.

Chart 11 demonstrates diagnosis information by age range using the HEW survey
data. This chart compares the Society's study claims for ages 65-74 with the same
age range in the HEW survey. The Society's study showed fewer claims in circula-
tory, diabetes, and hypertension. The higher claims are found for Alzheimer's, cancer,
injury, and stroke.

Chart 12 has the next age range, which is 75-84, and it's a comparison of the same
two studies. Again, note the low circulatory claims in the Society's study. But note
that the Alzheimer's claims in the HEW survey are higher for this age range. Is
underwriting catching Alzheimer's at the higher ages and perhaps not catching
Alzheimer's at the lower ages? Or is this a result of antiselection? Also, note that
the injury and stroke claims remain much higher in the Society's study than in the
HEW survey.

Chart 13 has this comparison for ages 85 and over. Alzheimer's is, again, much
lower in the Society's study. We also wonder if the decreasing trend by age in
Alzheimer's claims versus the HEW survey is due to an earlier diagnosis because the
HEW survey is a number of years old.

CHART 10
Diagnosis Comparison by Age Range

SOA LTC Study (1984-91)
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CHART 11

Diagnosis Comparison for Ages 65-74
SOA LTC Study Versus HEW Survey
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CHART 12

DiagnosisComparisonfor Ages 75-84
SOA LTC Study Versus HEW Survey
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CHART 13

Diagnosis Comparison for Ages 85 and Over
SOA LTC Study Versus HEW Survey
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Chart 14 is my favorite. I've referred to it as my picture. It has a diagnosiscompari-
son by issueyear. I'm not sure what good informationwe obtainedfrom this. I can
tell you that no Alzheimer's claims were reported for policiesthat were issuedin
1984. In fact, Alzheimer'sclaims are increasingby issueyear. It's possiblethat this
could be a result of miscodingin the early years of the study. It's alsopossiblethat
some antiselection is manifesting itself.

We also looked at the lengthof claim by diagnosisin Chart 15. The first column on
the left isthe total average length of claim for the claim file, which is 404 days.
Alzheimer's, hypertension,and nervous system claims were the longest. Hyperten-
sion and nervoussystem claims have lengthsof claim of approximately 600 days.
Note that injury and cancer claims are much shorterand are only about 200 days
each.

The last comparison (Chart 16) comparesthe averagedaily benefit amounts. The
column on the left is the entire exposurefile, which showed that the average daily
benefit amount was $61. The next column is the total claim file. The averagedaily
benefit amount was lessthan $60. And for each of the diagnosiscategories,the
amounts ranged from $55 to $59. We concluded that antiselectionby amount is
currently not a problem.
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CHART 14

Diagnosis Comparison by Issue Year
SOA LTC Study (1984-91)
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CHART 15

Length of Claim by Diagnosis - SOA LTC Study (1984-91)
Total Claim FileVersus Diagnosis Categories
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CHART 16

Comparison of Daily Benefit Amounts - SOA LTC Study (1984-91)
Exposure Versus Claim File Versus Diagnosis Category
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In conclusion, we believe that Alzheimer's claims are important. There may be some
antiselection in the early years and, in particular, at ages under 75. We note that
circulatory claims increased by duration, so underwriting may not be particularly
effective yet for that condition. Stroke claims hit fast and decrease by duration.
Injury claims are consistently large in all durations, particularly for females. Are there
ways for an underwriter to protect against these types of early claims? Much work
remains to be done in analyzing the results of the Society LTC experience study. We
hope to add additional information into the written document for release.

MR. CORLISS: There was a theme running through the three presentations.
Margaret commented on the three approaches found in underwriting LTC applicants.
The third and more recently developed one concerns itself with evaluating activities
and cognition as well as medical conditions. Mike commented about their approach
originally having a medical orientation and then moving toward inclusion of cognitive
and activity factors. Linda's comments indicate from the SOA study that Alzheimer's
is a condition that has been taken into consideration, but there appears to be plenty
of room to do a better job relative to underwriting potential Alzheimer's clients with
Alzheimer's disease.

MS. MARY ANN BROWN: I was a little surprised at the average length of claim
being 404 days. It sounded a little low to me. Do you think that this study is a bit
biased on the short end? Are there enough durations of claims in there to feel we
have the ones with the long tail? Is it possible to break out any of the data by type
of underwriting?
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MS. BALL: The study does include open claims at the end of the exposure period. A
fairlyhigh percentageof policieswere issuedin 1989, 1990, and 1991. So,
certainly,we do not have the entire claim recordor claim lengthat this point in time.
I don't have the maximum number of days paid for any one policy,but I do know
that the maximum amount paid so far has been $182,500.

The reportingform does ask for informationby underwritingtype on the study. Many
companies have not been able to give us that information. A significantamount of
requesteddata comes in without completecoding.

MR. CORLISS: As Unda mentioned, the exposurefor this study is in the eady policy
durationsand therefore so are the claims. One normallywould expect claimsto be
shorter when they occur early in the policylife, unlessthere's severeantiselection
associated with the claim. Over 40% of our file is in the first policy year. As the
policy exposure gets out into the longer durations and claims are able to run for their
full term, we should see longer claims.

For the Society study, claims were incurred between 1984 and December 31, 1991.
Relative to the claims themselves, the cut-off for all these claims, whether they're
open or closed, is December 31, 1991 followed through June 1992. Open claims
are included in the study and the 404-day average includes open claims.

We do have information about open claims versus closed claims, closed claims by
death, closed claims by recovery, and closed claims by completion of the benef'r(
period. All of those delineations will be included in the final study when it is
documented.

MR. ANDREW DAVID SMITH: In light of the adverse relative experience at young
ages due to Alzheimer's, I'm wondering if companies are considering placing a limit
on the maximum benefit periods that they will issue to policy applicants under a
certain age as some sort of cap. If Alzheimer's is hard to diagnose for the young,
insurers can be taking on quite a risk. Someone could stay on a claim for a long time
with more and more lifetime benefit periods are becoming available.

MS. CZELLECZ: No. The company changes that I've seen have restricted coverage
just to those applicants at the older ages. I haven't seen anything at the younger
ages.

MR. MURNANE: We don't. But I certainly understand your point, and I think it's
something we're going to have to deal with at some point. We're trying more and
more to find that person with the early cognitive problem, but we are learning as we
go along. Long-term cognitive claims is one of the reasons that I'm comfortable with
having our underwriters conduct the telephone interview.

FROM THE FLOOR: You talked about underwriting lifestyle and use of personal
face-to-face interviews. How close are you getting to possible discrimination
problems?

MR. MURNANE: Underwriting, by its very nature, is discrimination. However, what
we mean by lifestyle is activity level. We want to insure the more active person.
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This is the person who drives the person who works outside the home, the person
who is able to balance his or her checkbook. It hasn't been a problem to this point,
and I don't see where that type of underwriting would be discriminatory. Although
somebody probably will.

MR. JAMES M. GLICKMAN" I want to make a couple of observations on some of
the charts. In particular, I'd like to focus my comments around the issue of under-
writing under 75. Forapplicants who areunder 75 years of age, there is an attempt
to underwrite with both expediencyand expense savings. Therefore, there is a heavy
relianceon the use of the applicationand the telephone interview. There is much less
utilizationof medical-recordand face-to-faceassessments. I think these reasons will

explain many of the anomaliesthat you see in the under-75-versus-over-75claimants.

One of Margaret's chartsdealt with three different types of underwriting: medical,
disability,and LTC underwriting. _rrth the more complex methodsof underwriting,
we were able to get better underwriting resultsof the most common impairments.
The chart that had the premium chargesrequired for three types of underwriting
indicatedthat the more underwritingand the more complex and marginalconditions
that were being allowed, the lower the premiums. Now those would seem at first to
be totally anomalous to each other. But I believe that a lot of what's really the
difference between these three sets of underwritingis the implicationthat medical
underwriting is being used as a method to select out these conditions.

But if medical underwriting isn't being used with pulling of medical recordsjust the
applicationon the telephone interview are being used, you're dealingwith either the
thingsthat aren't on the applicationor are deemed by the agent or the applicant not
to be important. Or, for that matter, just dealing with human nature, applicants
downplay the seriousnessof their own conditions. All you can get out of a telephone
interview by its very nature, at best, is what the person honestlybelievesabout
himself or herself. And somebodywho is in a permanently decliningcondition is
going to minimize its generaleffect. I noticedthat the durationalclaim rates were
very level by duration. Now the underwritingprocess would implythat would be a
very steep pattern moving up, and it wasn't at all, which leadsme, again, back to the
same conclusion. What underwritingchangeshave you seen interms of pulling
medical records or using face-to-face assessments at all ages?

MR. CORLISS: I will respond to your comment about the chart relative to the
premium differential. Underwriting was not the only differential. Another differential
is that there was a managed-care approach - a care coordinator on site who is
involved in the provider process. Not all the 25% differential comes from
underwriting.

My second comment is relative to the durational comments of the study. What
we're able to show is just a split of claims that did happen. That's different than
looking at the incidence rate by policy duration. Wrth that further analysis, we hope
to see, when we get that part of the processin place and published, whether there is
any effect due to underwriting to cause a select period.
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MR. MURNANE: We've looked at requirements from the high end. We tend to be
more restrictive to applicants who are aged 75 and older. One of the things we've
done is require a personal health interview for every applicant. We require a
face-to-face assessment of anybody aged 75 or older, regardless of his or her
situation. We require a face-to-face assessment of anybody aged 70 or older if he or
she lives alone. Our loss experience is twice as good on peoplewho live with
spouses who can take care of them. My own personal thought is that we're going
to continue to drop those requirements. At some point, we're going to be doing a
face-to-face interview with everybody aged 70 or older, or aged 65 and older if they
don't have a spouse.

MR. GLICKMAN: The main part of my question was oriented toward what you're
seeing now. You started to indicate what you think the trends are. Almost all of the
information that's behind the numbers and the presentation are from 1984 to 1991,
which doesn't even bring us to the advances that have been made in the last two
years. Where were we then, where are we now, and where we will be, particularly
for applicants under age 75, when we want to get those applications out as quickly
as possible?

MR. CORLISS: Linda had one chart that tried to look at that just based on the
claims. That was her picture. But remember, all we're considering are claims.
Alzheimer's, as a percentage of all the claims, was going up by policy-issue year, and
that does not make sense. This seemed to imply that, as we are getting more
current and more sophisticated,we are getting more Alzheimer'sclaims. BUt that
does not addressthe real issue of underwriting,which is the incidenceof claims. We
didn't present anything on incidencerates.

MR. GLICKMAN: I was trying to get at the issue-ageelement more than either the
durationor the issueyear. I think there are other explanationsassociated with that.

MS. CZELLECZ: Typically I've seen companiesdoing what your company does.
They are tightening requirementsfor over-age-75 applicantsand just want to get it
issued under age 75. I haven't seen much of a changefrom companyto company
industry-wide inthat respect.

MR. GLICKMAN: As an underwriter,how are you trying to do a better job of
underwriting those under age 75?

MR. MURNANE: We tend to use the judgment of the underwriters when they do the
personal health interviews as to what to do and when to take it a step further.

MS. CZELLECZ: That's where my prejudice is, also. I want the underwriters to
conduct the telephone interviews and then use their discretion about whether to order
any additional requirements.

MR. WOLFE SNOW: The study indicates that women tend to have more injuries
than men. And by age, it also shows that older people have more injury claims.
Could it be that the two are interrelated because women tend to live longer? Possibly
these are not two separate findings, but one.
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MS. BALL: It certainly could be just one finding. We haven't done any two-tier
analysis by age and sex. But I think you're fight. I think we'll see the older insureds
being women and they'll have more claims and more injury claims.

MR. ANDREW M. PERKINS: I applaud the Society of Actuaries study. It strikes me
that with respect to the industry's tendency to move toward preferred versus
standard types of underwriting, this kind of information will be extremely useful. My
guess is that many companies are doing that based on competitive pressures and less
hard data than they'd like to have. Will all the detail about the results for specific
types of medical problems and claim types be published along with the general results
on incidence?

MS. BALL: The exact format of the report hasn't been set yet. I certainly would
expect that more detail will be published than what we've covered. I don't expect
that we'll change the diagnosis categories.

MR. CORLISS: We will define conditions as close as we can to the International
Classification of Diseases - 9th Revision (ICD-9) coding and in as much detail as we
find meaningful.

1should comment on the format for SOA intercompany study reports. It is antici-
pated that there wilt be two phases. The first phase will have five different sections:
incidence rates, continuance tables, persistency, cause of claim (which you've heard
some parts of), and home health care. Within each of these, the first report will
include information on age, sex, benefit period, and elimination period. The second
and later report will have about ten different breakdowns associated with each of
these topics, where there is enough meaningful data.

MR. DENNIS V. MCKEOWN: Mike, how long did it take for you to realize that you
were selected against on the cognitive impairments? Were they coming in two or
three months after issue or was it a longer period of time?

MR. MURNANE: The average length of time between the policy issue and time of
claim was eight months.

MR. MCKEOWN: My second question is about the 133% actual-to-expected claim
results. Was that due to frequency of claim continuance of claim or total claims?

MR. MURNANE: Total claims.

MR. MCKEOWN: What effect has the use of the new underwriting tools had on the
approvals for the over 80 market compared with the rest of the business? Is it twice
as high?

MR. MURNANE: Actually, interestingly enough, we've done better. Our not-taken
rate has gone down. We are able to approve twice as many applications because of
paramedical exams and face-to-face assessments. And because the older ages were
the group we zeroed in on, we have a much higher approval rate. Greater approvals
is one of the reasons that we are going to expand the requirement to even younger
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ages. It is enabling us to issue more policies and turn down less applications. Of
course, there is a greater underwriting cost to this approach.

MR. MICHAEL J. COWELL: I was interested in your comment about the two-to-one
ratio of favorable experience for couples, relative to single, widowed, and divorced.
You are probably not surprised to hear that there are comparable data coming from a
paper that is right now being consideredfor publication by the Society. It shows the
same favorable ratio in mortality" a two-to-one favorable mortality for couples relative
to single, widowed, and divorced. It corroborates the experience reporting on a
disability basis.

MR. MURNANE: It's always nice to have somebody back up something I've said.

MR. JAMES GALASSO: I'd like to comment on the same issue. You seem to be

suggesting more vigorous underwriting on the singles. Does it really matter how
much underwriting you do? Possibly we are going to continue to find two people
who are comparable through underwriting, with the only difference being that one is
single and one has a spouse. But you can still expect perhaps twice the morbidity. I
wonder if the solutionis as simpleas doublingthe premium rate as opposed to more
vigorous underwriting.

MR. MURNANE: I think there's a competitivefactor to considerhere. We would
prefer to offer spousediscountsand lessvigorousunderwriting when there is a
spouse. The only time that we evaluate marriedscloselyis if there is one who does
not apply. That is a red flag. It couldbe a situation in which the couple has decided
that they will buy this LTC insurancefor the one who needs it more. The other thing
is a concern about antiselectionfrom agents who send the standard, clean risk
elsewhere and the substandardriskto us.

FROM THE FLOOR: I would like to get your reactionto a particularitem related to
guaranteedissueto employees,especiallyin lightof federal and state regulationsfor
the employment of the disabled. Couldn't there be situations in which somebody
with limited ADL is working 20 hoursper week?

The second area, which may or may not be related, isjust the abilityof individualsto
buy policieswith low eliminationperiodsat highdaily benefit amounts in which the
benefR increasesby 5% compounded. So, you could get one claim that would really
be a very high amount.

MS. CZELLECZ: It is a concern, but those companies having a guaranteedissue
program for employees are willingto and hope that they can secure enough satisfac-
tory risksto cover the few claimsthat may result in early claims. They're not willing
for marketing reasonsto deny coverageto an ADL-limited personwho is actively
employed.

MR. CORLISS: Guaranteedissue in the workplace is one area in which we're going
to learn a great deal. Margaret describedthe whole-person approachto underwriting
which has activity as Its major thrust. Employeesusuallyare taking care of them-
selves. They're independent. They're getting around. They're doing something. The
assumption is that this situation will make for acceptable results when added together
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with all other lives in the active marketplace. We may find, over time, that we can
use that criteria only through a certain age, such as 55. Maybe it will not work at
some older ages.

FROM THE FLOOR: Again, in the employee marketplace, isthere a concernfor
getting very largeclaims? A policygoing on claim at the younger ages, with benefit
of maybe $200-300 a day, which is compoundedannually by 5% on a zero- or
20-day eliminationperiodbasiscan generate a largebenefit.

MR. MURNANE: We look at the claimsthat we're receiving by benefit period and by
agent. At some point, we'll even look at it by the day of the week that the applica-
tion is taken. I have my own personaltheory, which says that agents start off on
Monday wanting to do a good job of field underwriting,but by Friday,the house
payment is due. All of a sudden, that unhealthyapplicanthas become healthy. We
try to look at all those thingsand are constantly making those part of our evaluations.

MR. CORLISS: I will comment on the question about elimination period, benefit
period, and maximum daily benefits from information found in our Duncanson and
Holt claim database. There is a real issue relative to low elimination periods. We've
been able to observe adverse experience at low elimination periods across all age
groups. The zero and the 20-30-day periods are not very good. I think they will be
the dinosaurs of the business at some point in time. Incidence rates are significantly
higher at those elimination periods. We have not evaluated that issue yet from the
intercompany study, but that certainly will be part of the analysis.

Regarding the benefit period question, one company with a significant volume of
experience reported findings a few years ago. It noticed a dramatic change in
incidence rates by benefit period. It was having increased incidence rates associated
with longer benefit periods. That phenomenon was before the lifetime benefit really
became very popular. Other than cutting back somewhat on those over aged 80, I
don't see anybody paying a lot of attention to either of those items right now in their
underwriting process. That's one of those areas that I believe people will start paying
attention to as underwriting evolves. For example, in life insurance, there are large-
amount requirements. If one considers compounded inflation protection on a lifetime
plan, you can be talking about quite large amounts. At some point, I would foresee
underwriting becoming sophisticated enough to pay attention to the amount issued.
There may be more requirements. There may be two paramedical visits.

MR. MURNANE: We don't have any formal standards in which a person with a
certain impairment might not quality for lifetime coverage. We do have an under-
writing committee to help an underwriter who does not feel sure about issuing to a
certain applicant. For example, the applicant might be applying for lifetime benefits
and first-day coverage. We will have two or three different people look at it, and
we'll make a counteroffer that we're willing to issue. We might reduce the benefit
period. We might raise the elimination period. And, at some point, maybe a year
down the road or whatever, we'll give the person the opportunity to come back and
reapply for that original coverage. But this is all done on a case-by-case basis.
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MR. MCKEOWN: We have been looking at the issue of nonsmokers versus smokers.
I'm curious, in terms of the Society's study, whether that's being broken down, and
in terms of the underwriters' view of cases, how they look at nonsmoking status.

MS. CZELLECZ: From what I've seen in the industry, typically there's the nonsmoker
discount. There are companies that will decline individuals with certain medical
conditions in combination with smoking, but that's about all I've seen. For example,
a person with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) who smokes, or a
person who had a heart attack within the last six months and is a smoker, will be
declined.

MR. MURNANE: It has been suggested that we use smoker/nonsmoker rates.
We've stayed away from that. We've found in some of our other underage products
that a large number of people who apply for nonsmoker rates don't qualify for
nonsmoker rates. You find that when you check for nicotine. Unless you're willing
to test, I think you're going to be giving a discount to a large portion of the population
not entitled to that discount. So, until we're ready to check and spend the money, I
personally believe we should stay away from it.

MR. CORLISS: I have one observation I'll make relative to the nonsmoking subject
that substantiates Mike's thought. We have looked at the number of clients who are
doing business with us and who have a nonsmoker discount, with is different than a
nonsmoker, preferred-risk discount. We're finding that most people at older ages
don't smoke. If premium-rate setting is a zero of claim costs based on this, there is a
very small adjustment to the nonsmoker and a very large increase to the smoker rate.
I'm not sure, from a practical standpoint, how meaningful a nonsmoker discount is.
Now, maybe if there's enough sales pizazz, because there's still a 10% or 15%
differential, some salesmen will say this is great news and go sell it. If agents
perceive it's wonderful and that makes them sell more, well, it's worth it. But I don't
think there's a real differential that one can give at this point.

MS. BALL: As far as the Society study goes, we are asking for smoker/nonsmoker
information. Most of the records are coming in coded unknown. The smoker/
nonsmoker analysis is in our phase-two reporting. When we looked at this informa-
tion last spring and realized that smoker/nonsmoker simply isn't being coded for the
study, we realized that unless we can get more information, we will have nothing on
which to report.

MR. CORLISS: Possibly we will find some companies with data relative to the
smoking issue, but we haven't as of this point. As a final comment on the Society
study, a request went out to those who might continue or commence contribution to
the 1992 study. We have an excellent response. We will probably have eighteen of
the largest issuers in our 1992 study, and some of them are going back to their
1988, 1989, and 1990 data to contribute. We hope to get more information, such
as smoker/nonsmoker data, from the contributors. We should have a very compre-
hensive industry database when the 1992 report is published.
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